2018 DanceQuest Recital

On Broadway

DRESS REHEARSAL
Friday, June 8 at Oswego High School
See reverse side for *CALL TIME and **RUN TIME
*Call Time is your required arrival time. Dancers must be ready to check-in with complete costume, hair, makeup and
shoes by their call time.
**Run Time is our best estimate of time required to run dress rehearsal on stage. We may run on-time, early, or late.

DRESS REHEARSAL IS MANDATORY FOR RECITAL PARTICIPATION. Dress Rehearsal provides the opportunity for each
class to experience the stage prior to show day (space, lights, staging, etc). Our DanceQuest staff will be setting lighting
during dress rehearsal as well as guiding classes regarding staging and choreography.
DIFFERENT THIS YEAR: This will run as more of a true dress rehearsal as opposed to a tech rehearsal in the past. We will
be running a more continuous rehearsal with less starting/stopping. Dancer Call Time is set for each Act (half) of each
show.
DANCERS IN ONE DANCE/CLASS: If your dancer is only performing once, you must arrive at your call time for the Act
he/she is in. Once your child is done dancing he/she will be escorted back to you and you are free to go. You are not
required to stay for the remainder of dress rehearsal if your dancer is only in that one dance. A parent or guardian must
be present to pick up the dancer.
DANCERS IN MULTIPLE DANCES/CLASSES: If your dancer is in multiple dances in the same Act or in if they dance in both
acts of the same show, they must stay backstage and change in the dressing rooms (with the assistance of our staff if
needed). Once they have done all of their dances they will be escorted back to you. PLEASE REMEMBER A NUDE
LEOTARD IS THE REQUIRED UNDERGARMENT FOR ALL DANCERS IN MULTIPLE DANCES. This way everyone is covered
when changing costumes. This can be worn under tights if tights also must be changed.
DANCERS IN BOTH SHOWS (11AM AND 2PM): Please re-check-in for dress rehearsal for the next show. This is our best
way to assure we have everyone when we need them. If you are still dancing on stage during the call time for the next
show check-in after you are done. We will have a break between dress rehearsals so you will have time to eat and
change.
DANCER CHECK-IN: Is located at DOOR 8. Check in your dancer here then go to audience entrance at DOOR 11. Parents
are NOT ALLOWED backstage during dress rehearsal.
VIEWING: Our dress rehearsal is open for viewing in the back portion of the auditorium. Please respectfully follow the
policies of no eating/drinking in the auditorium and remain quiet to not disrupt rehearsal.
WHAT TO PACK: Dance bag with required shoes, costume change pieces, extra hairspray, bobby pins, clean snacks (must
be peanut free and nothing messy!), water.
AS ALWAYS: Follow the hair/makeup/tights/shoes instructions (COMING SOON). No nail polish, jewelry, leave valuables
at home. LABEL EVERYTHING. DanceQuest is not responsible for lost or stolen items.

